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NICOBAND sealant tape is a very convenient way to seal various 

cracks and joints. Can also be used to insulate junctions, for 

roofing repairs and for roof repair systems.

ADVANTAGES:
 � Protected from UV radiation. The bitumen layer of NICOBAND 

sealant tape is protected from UV radiation by aluminum coating. 

This makes it possible to use the tape outdoor.

 � Easy to use and durable. NICOBAND sealant tape is very easy 

to use and its application requires no special skills. The sealing 

function of the tape extends for its full lifetime (10 years) thanks 

to specially formulated polymer-bitumen binder.

 � Different colors. The tape is designed for the most popular 

roofing colors. It allows performing repairs or maintenance 

in the tone of the main surface without disturbing its form.

 � Flawless adhesion to many different surfaces. The self-adhesive 

layer provides perfect quality adhesion to many different 

surfaces: metal, slate, wood, plastic, plaster, concrete, glass, etc.

METHOD OF APPLICATION:

The surface must be flat, dry and clean. Cut the tape to required 

length, remove the protective film, stick the tape to the desired 

area and press it firmly. If the temperature is below +5°C it is 

necessary to first keep NICOBAND in room temperature for at least 
12 hours before application. The use of the material at sub-zero 

temperatures requires additional heating of the surface. The use 

of NICOBAND is not recommended on hot vertical surfaces or 

on surfaces with a temperature above +80°C.

WIDTH, cm 5 7.5 10 15 20 30

Length: 3 m + + + + - -

Length: 10 m - + + + + +

NICOBAND
SELF-ADHESIVE SEALANT TAPE

TAPE DIMENSIONS, mm PACKAGE SIZE, mm QUANTITY IN PACKAGE WEIGHT OF PACKAGE, kg

3000x50 box 240x240x320 24 5.9

3000x75 box 240x240x320 16 5.9

3000x100 box 240x240x320 12 5.9

3000x150 box 240х240х320 8 5.9

10000х75 box 180x180x320 4 5

10000х100 box 180x180x320 3 5

10000х150 box 180x180x320 2 5

10000х200 box 180x180x320 1 3.5

10000х300 box 180x180x320 1 5
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